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In this publication the pronoun ‘she’ has been used to embrace both genders.
This approach has been adopted to facilitate an active voice writing style, which is
more accessible to non-native English speakers.
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Introduction
Welcome to the Introductory Certificate in Book-keeping Candidate Workbook.
This Workbook has been prepared to help you gain all the book-keeping knowledge and
skills you will need to achieve the Introductory Certificate in Book-keeping qualification.
The Workbook has six sections, called units, which each cover a topic that you are expected
to learn. The topics are presented using examples, pictures and charts, and the language
used is simple and easy to read.
Additionally, the Workbook has many other features to help you succeed:


Learning objectives stated at the beginning of
each unit; you can use these as a checklist to make
sure you have met all the objectives



Activities throughout units to test your understanding



Visual examples to help you understand



Our help character Eddi the Highlighter, who gives
explanations, tips and help throughout each unit



Target Practice questions at the end of each unit to
help you prepare for your test; these are very useful
for revision

To extend the benefits of the workbook, document templates have been
provided to make it easier for you to complete the target practice
questions. Extra activities and worksheets are also available.
All these will be given to you by your tutor.
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Unit 1

Introduction to Book-keeping

UNIT 1 TARGETS:
By the end of this unit you should be able to:
1. State why book-keeping is important to a business
2. State how cash transactions are different from credit
transactions
3. Give the meaning of Debtors and Creditors
4. Give the meaning of Assets, Liabilities and Capital
5. Show an understanding of the accounting equation by
doing simple calculations for missing figures

WHAT IS BOOK-KEEPING?
Book-keeping is the process of writing down details of the financial transactions of a
business or person.

A financial transaction is the exchange of money or items of value
between two or more persons or businesses. Each person will
receive something of value and will also give something of value.
Example: Alison buys a computer from Bert for €200. Alison
will receive a computer and give €200. Bert will receive €200
and give a computer.
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Book-keeping is important for the success of a business. It gives the
business useful information such as:





Is the business making money (profits)?
How much money does the business owe and to whom?
Who owes the business money and how much?
Can the business afford to buy more items such as
vehicles or computers?

Buildings €35,000?

Vehicles €12,000?

CASH AND CREDIT TRANSACTIONS
Financial transactions may be for cash or on credit.
A cash transaction takes place when you pay immediately for the goods or services you
buy. For example, paying cash for lunch snacks or paying for your bus fare to school.
A credit transaction takes place when you receive goods or services immediately, but pay
for them at a later date. For example, your friend gives you the book she has agreed to sell
to you today but you will only pay her next week.

DEBTORS AND CREDITORS
A debtor is a person or a business that buys from your business on credit and so owes you
money.
A creditor is a person or a business that your business buys from on credit and so you owe
them money.
It is very important to keep the correct names and contact details of both debtors and
creditors.
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THE ACCOUNTING EQUATION
Book-keeping is based on the ACCOUNTING EQUATION. The accounting equation says
that:

Assets = Capital + Liabilities

To understand the accounting equation you will need to understand the meaning of each
word in the equation.


Assets are all the things the business owns. Examples of assets include vehicles,
computers, buildings, cash, money in the bank, stock of goods, debtors etc.



Capital is the money the owner uses to start the business. Money coming into the
business (revenues) will increase the capital and money going out of the business
(expenses) will reduce the capital.



Liabilities are amounts of money that the business owes to another person or
business. The business may owe money to creditors for goods bought on credit or
the business may have taken a loan from the bank.

Assets

Value of
resources:
€100,000

=

=

Capital

Money put
in by owner:
€60,000

+

Liabilities

+

Loan from
the bank:
€40,000
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ACTIVITY 1.1
Instructions: From the list below, say which are assets, liabilities or
capital by writing the letters A (for assets), L (for
liabilities) or C (for capital) on the lines next to each.
(a) Money owed to creditors
(b) Money in the bank
(c) Land and buildings
(d) Motor vehicles
(e) Loan from the bank
(f)

Money owed by debtors

(g) Money put in the business by the owner

MORE ON THE ACCOUNTING EQUATION
Let’s use an example to explain more about the accounting equation.
You want to start a business in the summer holidays making greeting cards. Before you start
your business you make a list of all the items needed to run it (ASSETS).
You have €500 savings which you use to start the business (CAPITAL). With this you buy a
computer for €350 and a printer for €120.
Now let us show the above example in the form of the accounting equation:
Assets

€
Computer
Printer
Money remaining

350
120
30
500

Capital

Liabilities

€
500

€
0

=

+
500

0

Assets of €500 = Capital of €500 + Liabilities of €0
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After some time you decide to buy a scanner, but you need more money. You ask your Dad
for a loan (LIABILITY). He gives you a loan of €100 from which you buy a scanner for €80
and keep the rest in cash.
Now let’s see what happens to the accounting equation:
Assets
€
Computer
Printer
Scanner
Money remaining

350
120
80
50
600

Capital

Liabilities

€
500

€
100

=

+
500

100

Assets of €600 = Capital of €500 + Liabilities of €100
As you can see the equation will always stay in balance no matter what happens in the
business.
Now try the task on the next page.
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ACTIVITY 1.2
Instructions:

Say how each of the transactions below will affect
assets, liabilities and capital by writing ‘+’ or ‘-’
under the appropriate headings. Write ‘No effect’ if
a transaction will not affect an item. The first has
been done for you.

TIP: Some transactions will affect one item heading only!
TRANSACTIONS

ASSETS

Owner started business by putting
money in a business bank account

+

CAPITAL
+

LIABILITIES
No effect

Bought goods on credit
Bought computer with money from
the bank account
Sold goods on credit
Paid some of the money owed to a
creditor
Remember that both sides of the accounting equation must always be equal!

USING THE EQUATION TO FIND MISSING FIGURES
The accounting equation can be used to easily calculate a missing figure if the other two
figures are known.
EXAMPLE
You know that you put €500 in the business and that you have a loan of €100 from your Dad
but you are not sure of the value of your assets. You could simply use the accounting
equation to calculate this figure, so:
Assets
?

= Capital
=
€500

+
+

Answer: Capital €500 +
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Liabilities
€100
Liabilities €100 = Assets €600

Or if you were calculating the value of your capital:
Assets
€600

=
=

Capital
?

+
+

Liabilities
€100

To find capital you would need to rearrange the equation to:
Capital
?

=
=

Assets
€600

–
–

Liabilities
€100

Answer: Assets €600 – Liabilities €100 = Capital €500
In the same way if you were calculating the value of your liabilities:
Assets
€600

=
=

Capital
€500

+
+

Liabilities
?

To find liabilities you would again need to rearrange the equation to:
Liabilities =
?
=

Assets
€600

–
–

Capital
€500

Answer: Assets €600 – Capital €500 = Liabilities €100
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Target Practice

Task 1
Instructions:
1.

Fill in the blank spaces with the appropriate words.
is a person or business which buys from you on credit

A
and owes you money.

2.
3.

are all the things owned by a business.
A

is a person or business from which you buy on credit

and to which you owe money.
4.

is the money the owner puts into the business.

5.

are amounts of money that the business owes to another
person or business.

Task 2
Instructions:

State whether each of the following statements is either True or False by
writing ‘T’ for True and ‘F’ for False on the line at the end of each.

1.

Assets = Capital + Liabilities

2.

Mary pays €10 for the book which she has just bought. This is a credit transaction.

3.

The accounting equation should always balance.

4.

A financial transaction happens when money or valuable items are exchanged.

5.

Book-keeping only gives information about how much your debtors owe.
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Task 3
Instructions:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Using the accounting equation, calculate and write in the missing figure in
each of the shaded areas below.

ASSETS
€

CAPITAL
€

5,000

3,000
2,500

4,100
3,500

2,400
4,100

LIABILITIES
€
1,700
1,300
2,800
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Unit 2

Trade Documents

UNIT 2 TARGETS:
By the end of this unit you should be able to:
1. State what an Invoice is used for and what information it
shows
2. Complete an Invoice and calculate Trade Discount
3. State how Trade Discount is different from Cash
Discount
4. State when a Credit Note is used and what information it
shows
5. Complete a Credit Note
6. Explain why a Statement of Account is used
7. Identify and explain items on a Statement of account

INVOICE
When goods or services are sold on credit, the seller will write up an Invoice and send it to
the buyer. An invoice shows:




The name and address of both the buyer and the seller
The quantity and description of what was sold
The unit prices and total amount owed to the seller

Each invoice is given its own invoice number and the seller will keep a copy so that she can
trace each sale. To the seller, it is a Sales Invoice. To the buyer it is a Purchases Invoice.
An example of a completed invoice is shown on the next page.
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DISCOUNTS
Trade Discount
Sometimes the seller will give the buyer a Trade Discount. This is an amount of money
taken off the original prices of the goods. A trade discount is given to buyers who are in the
same type of trade as the seller and who buy large quantities. It is given to encourage the
buyer to keep buying from the seller and also to help the buyer make a profit when she
resells the goods.
Trade Discount is calculated using a percentage. As you will see from the example invoice
above, trade discount is subtracted from the subtotal to give the final amount owed.
Look on the next page for some tips on calculating percentages.
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Credit Terms & Cash Discount
The seller must always inform the buyer on the invoice of her credit terms.
This means that she must always tell the buyer the latest date by which the
invoice must be paid.
To encourage the buyer to pay even earlier than this date, the seller could
offer the buyer a Cash Discount. This means the buyer will pay less than the
final invoice amount if she pays within the time shown.
Cash discount is also calculated using a percentage. On the example invoice shown on
Page 14 the buyer would pay €88.20 (2% or €1.80 less) if payment is made within 15 days of
April 30.
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ACTIVITY 2.1
Read the situation in bold print below and answer the questions in the
spaces provided.
On 1 May you sold D Evans 120 shirts at €5 each and 50 ties at €1 each. As she is a
regular customer you gave her a 4% trade discount.
(a)

What is the total cost of the shirts and ties before trade discount?

(b)

How much trade discount would D Evans receive?

(c)

What is the total of the invoice after subtracting trade discount?

(d)

A cash discount of 2% is offered for payment within 15 days of the month end.
If D Evans pays in 15 days, what is the final amount she will pay?

CREDIT NOTE
Sometimes the buyer may need to return an item. This might be because it was the wrong
type or the item was damaged. If the seller agrees she will then write up and send a Credit
Note to the buyer, keeping a copy for her books. A Credit Note tells the buyer that the seller
has reduced the amount owed by her.
A Credit Note shows similar information to an invoice so it is sometimes printed in red to
prevent confusion. Each credit note will have its own number.
Example
S French decided to return the laser printer cartridges originally charged on Invoice 0054
which is shown on page 14. Siskin Computers has agreed to the return and has prepared a
credit note.
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The credit note would appear as follows:

To the seller this would be a Sales Credit Note and to the buyer it would be a Purchases
Credit Note.
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STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT
At the end of each month the seller (creditor) will send a Statement of Account to the buyer
(debtor) showing the amount owed for goods or services previously bought on credit. It
shows the buyer details of all her transactions with the seller over a period of time.
An example of a completed statement is shown below.
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Look at the example statement shown on the previous page and write a list on the lines
below to show the general type of information that should be on a Statement of Account.

Understanding a Statement of Account
The first part of the statement gives general information about the
buyer’s account with the seller and the amount to be paid.
The five columns in the middle show details of all the transactions for
that month. It is important that the buyer understands the information
shown so she can check that the statement is correct.
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Look at the Statement of Account on page 18 to match the columns with the information
given about each below.
COLUMN

WHAT IT SHOWS AND TELLS YOU

c Date

The date of the transaction.

d Description

What the transaction is about; whether invoice, credit note or
payment.

e Charges

Lists the amounts that increase the amount owed (balance). Shows
all invoice amounts which will be added to the previous balance on
the statement.

f Credit

Lists the amounts that decrease the amount owed. Shows all credit
notes, cash discount and payment amounts which will be subtracted
from the previous balance on the statement.

g Balance

Shows a running balance, which is a balance after each
transaction. For example the invoice amount of €90 (April 15) is
added to the previous balance of €50 to give the new balance of
€140. Or, the credit note amount of €18 (April 18) is subtracted
from the previous balance of €225 to give the new balance of €207.
The last figure in the column is the amount owed at the end of
the month. This is the balance on the account.

It is important that the debtor always check the ‘Terms’ on the Statement of Account. This
tells her when the creditor wants payment. For example: ‘30 days’ means the creditor wants
the full amount to be paid within thirty days.
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Target Practice

2
Task 1
Instructions:

Use the information given below to write up the invoice. The invoice
number is 169. Your tutor will give you a template to use for this task.
Make sure you fill in the ‘terms’ at the bottom of the invoice.

On 15 June 2006, Siskin Computers sold the following goods on credit to E Appleby:




5 boxes of computer paper at €20 each
2 flat screen monitors at €220 each
3 printers at €180 each

E Appleby’s address and telephone number are:
22 Birmingham Road,
Newtown,
Birmingham B22 8UF
Telephone number:
012 1485 4466
Siskin Computers gave 15% trade discount to E Appleby along with 3% cash discount if the
invoice is paid by a certain date.

Task 2
Instructions:

Use the information given below to write up the credit note. You will need
information from the invoice completed in Task 1 above. Your tutor will
give you a template to use for this task.

On 22 June 2006, E Appleby returned one of the flat screen monitors to Siskin Computers as
it had been damaged during delivery. The credit note number is 83.
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Task 3
E Appleby cannot decide if she should pay the above invoice created in Task 1, less credit
note created in Task 2, on 10 July 2006 or 27 July 2006.
Instructions:

Calculate and write in the spaces below the amounts that E Appleby would
pay on each of these dates. You will need to use the ‘Terms’ information
on your invoice (Task 1) and the information from your credit note (Task 2)
€ Amount to be paid

(a)

10-Jul 2006

(b)

27-Jul 2006

Task 4
Instructions:

State whether each of the following statements is either True or False by
writing ‘T’ for True and ‘F’ for False on the line at the end of each.

(a)

An invoice informs a buyer how much is owed to the seller at the end of each month.

(b)

A trade discount is given to encourage buyers to pay immediately for goods.

(c)

A Statement of Account is issued each time that a credit sale is made.

(d)

The issuing of a credit note means that the buyer will pay the seller less than the
amount shown on the original invoice.
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Task 5
Instructions:

Look at the statement below and answer the questions using the spaces
provided.

1. Who is the seller?
2. Who is the buyer?
3. What is the amount of the cash discount on June 12?
4. What is the value of the goods returned by the buyer?

23
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Unit 3

Recording Sales and Purchases
Transactions

UNIT 3 TARGETS:
By the end of this unit you should be able to:
1.

State why Day Books are used

2.

Identify the type of transactions that are recorded in each
Day Book

3.

Write up details of Invoices in the Purchases and Sales Day
Books and calculate totals

4.

Write up details of Credit Notes in the Purchases and Sales
Returns Day Books and calculate totals

5.

Describe how the Double Entry System works

6.

Write up details of Invoices and Credit Notes in the
accounts of debtors and creditors
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WHAT ARE DAY BOOKS?
In Unit 2 you learned about invoices and credit notes. The information from these will now
be used to write up the Day Books. Day Books are the first place that business transactions
are recorded. They are used to:
•
•

keep all similar transactions in one place
give quick information about total credit sales and credit purchases

Below are the names of the different types of Day Books and what they are used to record.

Name of Day Book

What it records

Sales Day Book

Used to record all credit sales. Details from all your Sales Invoices
are written in this Day Book.

Purchases Day Book

Used to record all credit purchases. Details from all your
Purchases Invoices are written in this Day Book.

Sales Returns Day
Book

Used to record goods returned by credit customers. Details from
all your Sales Credit Notes are written in this Day Book.

Purchases Returns
Day Book

Used to record goods returned to credit suppliers. Details from all
your Purchases Credit Notes are written in this Day Book.

Invoices and credit notes are known as Source Documents. This is because they give
original details about financial transactions. The Day Books should be written up as soon as
possible after the source documents have been prepared.
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WRITING UP THE DAY BOOKS
Sales Day Book
The layout of the Sales Day Book is shown below. Details from each Sales Invoice are
written up in date order.
Sales Day Book
Date
April 5

Invoice
number

Particulars
S French

Date of
sale

0054

Name of
Customer
(Debtor)

Sales
Invoice
number

Net
Amount
€
90

Final
amount on
invoice

At the end of each month the figures in the ‘Net Amount’ column are added up to show the
total value of credit sales for the month.

Purchases Day Book
The layout of the Purchases Day Book is the same as the Sales Day book. Similar details
from each Purchases Invoice are written up in date order.
Purchases Day Book
Date

Particulars

Invoice
number

Jan 1

Hats and Sons

4450

Date of
purchase

Name of
Supplier
(Creditor)

Purchases
Invoice
number

Net
Amount
€
320

Final
amount on
invoice

At the end of each month the figures in the ‘Net Amount’ column are added up to show the
total value of credit purchases for the month.
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Sales Returns Day Book
The layout of the Sales Returns Day Book is similar to the layout of the Sales and Purchases
Day Books. Similar details from each Sales Credit Note (credit note sent to customer) are
written up in date order.
Sales Returns Day Book
Date

Particulars

Credit Note
number

April 18

S French

003

Name of
debtor who
returned goods
to you

Date goods
were returned

Sales
Credit Note
number

Net
Amount
€
18

Final amount
on credit note

At the end of each month the figures in the ‘Net Amount’ column are added up to show the
total money value of goods returned to you.

The Purchases Returns Day Book
The layout of the Purchases Returns Day Book is the same the Sales Returns Day Book.
Similar details from each Purchases Credit Note are written up in date order.
Purchases Returns Day Book
Date

Particulars

Credit Note
number

Jan 19

Hats and Sons

0566

Date goods
were
returned

Name of creditor
you returned
goods to

Purchases
Credit Note
number

Net
Amount
€
89

Final amount on
credit note

At the end of each month the figures in the ‘Net Amount’ column are added up to show the
total money value of goods you returned to your suppliers.
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Now look at an example of writing up the Day Books.

EXAMPLE
Siskin Computers made the following transactions during May.
DATE

TRANSACTIONS

c

Received invoice number 1234 from P Knight for goods bought on credit
€240

d

Sent invoice number 0987 to H Hudson for goods sold on credit €120

e

Received invoice number 0990 from Princess Ltd. for goods bought on
credit
€370

May 10

f

Sent invoice number 0988 to G Gosling for goods sold on credit €80

May 14

g

Sent credit note number 012 to G Gosling for goods she returned €15

h

Received credit note number 045 from P Knight for goods returned to her
€65

May 22

i

Sent invoice number 0989 to G Gosling for goods sold on credit €35

May 23

j

Sold goods for cash €45

May 26

k

Purchased goods for cash €23

May 2
May 5
May 6

May 19

The above transactions would be written in the Day Books as shown:
 Sales Day Book - Transactions 2, 4 and 7 will be written in this book. These are all

credit sales transactions where a Sales Invoice was sent to the customer.
Transaction 8 will not appear in this book as it is a cash transaction.
 Purchases Day Book – Transactions 1 and 3 will be written in this book. These

are all credit purchases transactions where a Purchases Invoice was received from
the supplier. Transaction 9 will not appear in this book as it is a cash transaction.
 Sales Returns Day Book – Transaction 5 will be written in this book. This is where

goods were returned to Siskin Computers and a (Sales) Credit Note was sent to the
customer.
 Purchases Return Day Book – Transaction 6 will be written in this book. This is

where Siskin Computers returned goods to its supplier and received a (Purchases)
Credit Note.
Now look on the next page to see how these are written up in each of the four Day Books.
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Sales Day Book
Date

Particulars

Invoice
number

May 5
May 10
May 22

H Hudson
G Gosling
G Gosling

0987
0988
0989

Total Credit Sales for the month

Net
Amount
€
120
80
35

ADD

235

Purchases Day Book
Date

Particulars

Invoice
number

May 2
May 6

P Knight
Princess Ltd.

1234
4567

Total Credit Purchases for the month

Net
Amount
€
240
370
610

Sales Returns Day Book
Date

Particulars

Credit Note
number

May 14

G Gosling

012

Total Sales Returns for the month

Net
Amount
€
15
15

Purchases Returns Day Book
Date

Particulars

Credit Note
number

May 19

P Knight

045

Total Purchases Returns for the month

30

Net
Amount
€
65
65

ADD

ACTIVITY 3.1
Instructions:

Match the names in Column A with their correct description
in Column B by drawing a line from each name to its
description.
The first one has been done for you.

COLUMN A

COLUMN B

Day Books

Used to record details from invoices sent to credit
customers.

Source Documents

Used to record details from credit notes received
from credit suppliers.

Purchases Returns Day
Book

Used to record details from invoices received from
credit suppliers.

Sales Day Book

Show original details about financial transactions.

Sales Returns Day Book

First books in which credit transactions are entered.

Purchases Day Book

Used to record details from credit notes sent to
credit customers.

KEEPING ACCOUNTS FOR DEBTORS AND CREDITORS
Now that you have written up the Day Books, it is important that you keep records to show
how much you owe each creditor and how much each debtor owes you.
This is done by writing up a ‘T’ account for each debtor and creditor. An account shows
details of the transactions of each debtor and creditor. Accounts are written up using the
Double Entry System. This is the system of making two entries for each transaction. It
states that:

For every DEBIT ENTRY there is a matching and equal CREDIT
ENTRY
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The layout of a ‘T’ account is shown below:

TITLE OF ACCOUNT (name of the Debtor/Creditor)
The left hand side is called
the DEBIT side (DR)

The right hand side is called
the CREDIT side (CR)

How to write transactions in the accounts
For Debtors accounts:



Details from Sales invoices are written on the left hand side (Debit side)
Details from Sales credit notes are written on the right hand side (Credit side)

For Creditors accounts:



Details from Purchases invoices are written on the right hand side (Credit side)
Details from Purchases credit notes are written on the left hand side (Debit side)

Look at the next page to see how the transactions from Page 29 are written up in the
accounts of the relevant debtors and creditors. Note that for each entry, the date, details and
the amount of the transaction are written.
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CREDITORS’ ACCOUNTS
P Knight A/C
€
May 19 Purchases returns

65

€
May 2 Purchases

240

Princess Ltd. A/C
€
May 6 Purchases

370

DEBTORS’ ACCOUNTS
H Hudson A/C
€
May 5 Sales

120

G Gosling A/C
€
May 10 Sales

80

May 22 Sales

35

€
May 14 Sales returns

15

The chart on the next page summarises how credit sales and credit purchases transactions
are written up in the books.
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Target Practice

3
Task 1
Instructions:

State whether each of the following statements is either True or False by
writing ‘T’ for True and ‘F’ for False on the line at the end of each.

1.

Day Books are used to give quick information about total cash and credit
purchases and sales over a period of time.

2.

You buy goods on credit for use in your business. This transaction should first be
written in your Sales Day Book.

3.

You return goods originally bought on credit from S Lindley. This transaction
should first be written in the Purchases Returns Day Book.

4.

In the double entry system, for every debit entry there is a matching and equal
credit entry.

Task 2
Instructions:

Enter the following transactions in the Sales Day Book, Purchases Day
Book, Sales Returns Day Book and the Purchases Returns Day Book for the
month of May. Your tutor will give you templates to use for this task.

Transactions:
2 May

Bought goods on credit from General Suppliers for €200, invoice number 1769

3 May

Bought goods on credit from D Jones for €170, invoice number 2586

5 May

Sold goods on credit to M Dean for €300, invoice number 3496

8 May

Sold goods on credit to R Simmons for €230, invoice number 3497

10 May

Returned goods to General Suppliers costing €40, credit note number 57

15 May

R. Simmons returned goods costing €75, credit note number 23

35

Task 3
Instructions:

36

Write up the transactions given in Task 2 in the accounts of the debtors
and creditors. Your tutor will give you templates to use for this task.

Unit 4

Banking Documents

UNIT 4 TARGETS:
By the end of this unit you should be able to:
1. Identify the main features and parts of a Cheque
2. Complete a Cheque and its Counterfoil
3. State what a Paying-in Slip is used for and what
information it shows
4. Complete a Paying-in Slip and its Counterfoil
5. Explain why a Bank Statement is used
6. Identify and explain items on a Bank Statement

CHEQUES
A business will have its own bank account. When the account is opened, the bank will give
the business or account holder a cheque book so she can write cheques on the account.
The cheque book will have a series of blank cheques with counterfoils attached.
A Cheque is a written instruction by the account holder to the bank to pay a certain amount
of money to a named person or business. Cheques are used by businesses to make
payments; for example paying a supplier, paying wages, rent, etc.
A completed cheque with the counterfoil attached is shown on the next page.
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These numbers will be pre-printed on each cheque
The drawer must make sure that she signs and dates the cheque, and that the amount in
words is the same as the amount in figures. If this is not done, the cheque will not be valid
and the bank will not pay it.
Also, she should complete the counterfoil with the same details (payee’s name, date and
amount) at the same time she writes the cheque. She must then keep this counterfoil as a
record of the payment.

CROSSED CHEQUES

Normally two lines are drawn vertically on the face of a cheque. This is called ‘crossing the
cheque’. This means that the payee would not be able to get cash immediately when the
cheque is taken to the bank. She can only deposit it in her bank account and it would take a
few days before the money is transferred to her account.
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A crossed cheque is used for security - if the payee loses the cheque then the person who
finds it will not be able to cash it as it can only be deposited in the payee’s account. It also
gives the drawer enough time to stop the bank from paying the cheque.
If the date on a cheque is more than 6 months old, the bank may not accept it. This is known
as a stale cheque. The payee will have to get the drawer to write a new cheque.
See how many of these new terms you remember before moving on to the next page!

ACTIVITY 4.1
Instructions:

Payee

Cheque number

Below are a few sentences about cheques. Choose one
of the words/phrases in bold to fill in each blank in the
sentences.
Drawer

Counterfoil

Crossed cheque

Mary White is writing a cheque for €200 to John Blue. As she is the ______________
she must make sure that she signs the cheque. Her book-keeper told her to always fill
out the _____________ so she will have a record of the payment. As the
___________ _____________ is on the counterfoil as well as the cheque it will help
her to trace the payment.

She has decided to give John a _____________ ______________ as she is worried
that the cheque might get lost. John is not very happy about this.
As he is the _____________ it means he will not be able to get
the money from the bank immediately.

PAYING-IN SLIPS
A Paying-in Slip is used to deposit money into a bank account. The bank will give the
account holder paying-in slips to record details of the cash and cheques being paid into the
bank account. Like a cheque, a paying-in slip also has a counterfoil, which is used as a
record of the deposit. When the counterfoil is dated and stamped by the bank this acts as
proof of the deposit. It is important that paying-in slips are completed correctly.
A completed paying-in slip with the counterfoil attached is shown on the next page.
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The cash amount to be banked must be carefully counted up according to the different
money units and then written in the appropriate spaces on the paying-in slip. This is then
added to the total value of the cheques. Each cheque is listed separately on the back of the
paying-in slip as shown below.
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BANK STATEMENT
At the end of each month the bank will send the account holder a Bank Statement. This
shows the money going in and out of the account during the month and tells the account
holder the balance of the account. The statement is written up from the bank’s records.
An example of a bank statement is shown below.
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Look at the example statement shown on the previous page and write a list on the lines
below to show the general type of information that should be on a Bank Statement.

CHECKING THE BANK STATEMENT
You should always check the bank statement to make sure information matches with the
cheque and the paying-in slip counterfoils.
All the cheque payment amounts will be in the debit column and all the amounts paid in
(deposits) will be in the credit column.
Sometimes, there may be some items on the bank statement that you do not know about.
This is because the bank may have made payments directly from your account or may have
collected money and put into your account.
These items are listed on the next page. Look at the statement on the previous page and
identify these items.
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ITEM

WHAT IT IS

Standing Order (SO)

You tell the bank to pay regular fixed amounts of money on
stated dates to a creditor. This reduces your account balance.
The transaction on April 21 shows a Standing Order.

Direct Debit (DD)

You give a creditor permission to obtain money directly from
your bank account. This reduces your account balance. The
transaction on April 28 shows a Direct Debit.

Credit Transfer (CT)

Money paid directly into your account by a debtor. This
increases your account balance. The transaction on April 30
shows a Credit Transfer.

Bank Charges

The amount of money the bank charges you for its services.
The bank takes this money from your account. This reduces the
account balance. The transaction on April 27 shows Bank
Charges.

The bank statement shows a running balance. The bank statement on page 41 shows that
the business has €1704.90 in its bank account on April 30.
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Target Practice

4
Task 1
Instructions:

State whether each of the following statements is either True or False by
writing ‘T’ for True and ‘F’ for False on the line at the end of each.

1.

A Standing Order increases your bank balance.

2.

A Direct debit is where you give a creditor permission to take money directly from your
bank account.

3.

A Credit Transfer is where money is paid directly into your account by a customer.

Task 2
Instructions:

Complete the cheque and counterfoil using the details given below. Your
tutor will give you a template to use for this task. Remember cheques must
be correctly completed to be valid.
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Today’s date is June 1 2006
Payee’s name – Jack Collins
Amount of cheque - €450.20

Task 3
Instructions:

Complete the paying-in-slip and counterfoil using the details given below.
Your tutor will give you a template to use for this task. Make sure you
complete the slip correctly.



Today’s date is June 1 2006



The total amount of cash to be banked - €355.00 consisting of:
-



€200.00 in €50 notes
€40.00 in €20 notes
€60.00 in €10.00 notes
€55.00 in €5 notes

Total value of cheques to be banked - €651.20
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Task 4

Instructions:

Using the bank statement shown above, answer the following questions in
the spaces provided.

1.

How much money does Siskin Computers have in the bank at the end of the month?

2.

Which column indicates money paid into the bank?

3.

What do the initials CT mean?

4.

What type of transaction has taken place on May 20?
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Unit 5

Cash Book and Petty Cash

UNIT 5 TARGETS:
By the end of this unit you should be able to:
1. State why a Cash Book is used
2. Write up details of bank deposits and cheque payments
in the Cash Book
3. Balance the Cash Book
4. Describe how the Petty Cash Imprest System works
5. Complete a Petty Cash Voucher

THE CASH BOOK
In Unit 4 you learnt about cheques and paying-in slips. The details from the counterfoils of
these documents are used to write up the Cash Book.
The Cash Book records the receipts and payments of money in the business. It shows the
money going in and out of the business bank account and how much the business has in the
bank at the end of the month.
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.

Layout of the Cash Book
The cash book uses a ‘T’ account format as shown in Unit 3. As you may remember the ‘T’
account has two sides: the Debit Side and the Credit side.
The Cash Book will have three columns on each side (debit and credit) to record the date,
details and amount of each entry as shown below.

CASH BOOK

DATE

AMOUNT
€

DETAILS

DEBIT

DATE

DETAILS

AMOUNT
€

CREDIT

Writing transactions in the Cash Book
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DEBIT side -

all the money going into the account (deposits) will be written on
this side



CREDIT side - all the money going out of the account (cheque payments) will be
written on this side

Now look at an example of writing up the Cash Book.
EXAMPLE
Siskin Computers made the following bank transactions during
May.

DATE

TRANSACTIONS
c

Bank balance at the end of April €900 (the amount of money Siskin
Computers has in the bank on the 1 May)

May 3

d

Paid insurance €65 – cheque number 035

May 9

e

Paid P Knight €50 for credit purchases – cheque number 036

May 12

f

Received cheque €85 from H Hudson for credit sales.

May 17

g

Paid €35 to Paper Clips Ltd for office supplies – cheque number 037

May 24

h

Paid Princess Ltd. €200 for credit purchases – cheque number 038

May 27

i

Received cheque €80 from G Gosling for credit sales.

May 30

j

Paid wages €120 – cheque number 039

May 1

The above transactions would be written in the Cash Book as shown:


Debit side - Transactions 1, 4 and 7 will be written on this side of the Cash Book.
Transaction 1 is the balance at the end of April - this is the amount of money
already in the bank at the start of the month. Transactions 4 and 7 show money
going into the account.



Credit side - Transactions 2, 3, 5, 6 and 8 will all be written on this side of the
Cash Book. These are all cheque payments - money going out of the account.

Now look on the next page to see how these transactions are written up in the Cash Book.
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SISKIN COMPUTERS – CASH BOOK
DR (Receipts)
Date
2006

Details

CR (Payments)
Amount
€

Date
2006

Details

Amount
€

May 1

Balance b/d

900.00 9

May 3

Insurance (#035)

65.00 9

May 12

H. Hudson

85.00 9

May 9

P. Knight (#036)

50.00 9

May 27

G. Gosling

80.00 9

May 17

Paper Clips Ltd
(#037)

35.00 9

May 24

Princess Ltd (#038)

200.00 9

May 30

Wages (#039)

120.00 9

May 31

Balance c/d

595.00 *

1065.00
June 1

Balance b/d

1065.00

595.00

The check (9) marks are used to show the entries for the listed transactions. Once all the
transactions are entered, the Cash Book is then balanced to show the amount in the bank at
the end of the month. The balance on Siskin Computers Cash Book is £595 (*).

How to balance the Cash Book
1.

Find the total of each side above and identify which has the bigger total. On Siskin
Computers Cash Book, the debit side adds up to €1065 and the credit side adds up to
€470. The debit side is bigger.

2.

Find the difference between the two totals and then write it on the side with the smaller
total. On Siskin Computers Cash Book the difference between the debit and credit
side is €595. This is then entered on the credit side (the smaller side) on the last day
of the month (May 31). ‘Balance c/d means ‘balance carried down’. This is a debit
balance as the total of the debit side is greater than the total of the credit side before
the balance c/d is entered.

3.

Draw a line and then write down the total of each side in the next line - the totals
should be the same figure as the bigger total. On Siskin Computers Cash Book the
total of €1065 is written on both the debit and credit sides meaning that the Cash Book
is now ‘in balance’.

4.

Write in the balance b/d (means ‘balance brought down) on the opposite side to the
balance c/d. The balance b/d figure is the same as the balance c/d figure and is
written in the next line after the total. It is shown on the first date of the next month.
The balance b/d of €595 on Siskin Computer’s Cash Book is written on the debit side
as it represents money actually in the bank.
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Do the activity on the next page before you move on.
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ACTIVITY 5.1
Ricky’s Wholesale has a balance b/d €1200 in its Cash Book. Identify
which side of the Cash Book each transaction listed below will be written
on by writing either ‘Debit’ or ‘Credit’ in the first column after the
transaction. Then say how each will affect the balance by writing either
‘Increase’ or ‘Decrease’ in the space in the last column. The first has
been done for you.

TRANSACTIONS
Paid transportation costs of €200

CASH BOOK
ENTRY

EFFECT

Credit

Decrease

Goods sold for cash €80 that is immediately put
into the bank
Received a cheque for €125 for rent of a part of
the building
The owner of Ricky’s Wholesale wrote a cheque
for €600 to pay for his house repairs
Bought office stationery for €22 paying by cheque
Borrowed €300 from Dane Wallace; money
received by cheque
Bought a motor van by cheque for €600
Paid T. Brown €83 by cheque for goods bought
on credit

What is the balance in Ricky’s Wholesale Cash Book after all
the transactions?
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€

THE PETTY CASH IMPREST SYSTEM
Businesses make many small payments such as paying for postage stamps, train fares,
newspapers etc. on a daily basis. Because these payments are for small amounts it would
not be practical to write cheques for them.
To make these payments, businesses use a system called Petty Cash. This is where an
amount of money is given to a Petty Cashier who will handle all the small payments and
record them in the Petty Cash Book. Petty Cash works on the Imprest System. This is
shown below:

Example of Imprest System:
Amount of cash float at start of month:
Amount paid out by Petty Cashier during the month
Amount left in cash float at the end of the month
Amount reimbursed to Petty Cashier
Float amount to start the next month

€
200
-127
73
127
200
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The Petty Cash Voucher
As shown on the previous page, the Petty Cashier will need to receive a completed Petty
Cash Voucher before she can make a payment. The voucher must be completed by the
claimant – the person asking for payment. It should show what the payment is for and
should also be signed by a more senior person to show that the payment has been
authorised.
If a claimant has previously paid for the expense with her personal money then she should
attach a receipt for that payment to the Petty Cash Voucher as proof.
A completed Petty Cash Voucher is shown below.
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Target Practice

5
Task 1
Instructions:

Using the information below, write up and balance the Cash Book of Siskin
Computers at 30 June 2006. Your tutor will give you a template to use for
this task.

2006
June 01
June 03
June 12
June 19
June 23
June 27
June 30

€
Money Siskin Computers has in the bank at the 31 May
Received cheque from S Green for credit sales
Paid P Old for credit purchases – cheque number 40
Paid G Sole for credit purchases – cheque number 41
Received cheque from H Hudson for credit sales
Received cheque from D Able for credit sales
Paid wages – cheque number 42

595
125
300
90
220
310
140

Task 2
Balance the Cash Book that is shown below.

CASH BOOK
DR (Receipts)
Date
2006
July 1
July 5
July 17
July 25

Details

Balance b/d
J Daley
Fixtures
C Gonzales

CR (Payments)
Amount
€
756.00
217.00
390.00
43.00

Date
2006
July 8
July 13
July 21

Details

Heating
T Palmer
J Gayle

Amount
€
145.00
85.00
234.00
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Task 3
Instructions:

State whether each of the following statements is either True or False by
writing ‘T’ for True and ‘F’ for False on the line at the end of each.

1.

Deposits always appear on the credit side of the Cash Book. _____

2.

A debit balance on the Cash Book means that the business has money in the bank.
______

3.

Payments always appear on the debit side of the Cash Book. ______

4.

‘Imprest’ is another name for ‘Float’. ______

5.

The claimant is the person who authorises a Petty Cash Voucher. ____

6.

Petty Cash Vouchers are numbered to make it easier to make payments. _____

Task 4
Instructions:

Use the information below to write up a Petty Cash Voucher. Your tutor will
give you a template to use for this task.
Voucher number:
Date of voucher:
Details of expense:
Claimant:
Authorised:

685
15 July, 2006
Train fare - £10.60
Jane Frame
Ken Worraker

Task 5
Instructions:

Below is an example of a Petty Cash Imprest. Calculate and write in the
missing figures in the shaded areas.

Float at the start of the month
Amount paid out by the Petty Cashier during the month
Amount of cash in float at the end of the month
Amount reimbursed to Petty Cashier
Float to start the next month
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€
150
65
85
___
___

Unit 6

Calculating Wages

UNIT 6 TARGETS:
By the end of this unit you should be able to:
1. Give the meaning of ‘time and a half’ and ‘double time’.
2. State the difference between ‘Gross Pay’ and ‘Net Pay’
3. Calculate Gross Pay from given information
4. Calculate Net Pay from given information
5. Identify wages information on a Payslip

PAYING WAGES
Many employees are paid a ‘time rate’. This means they are paid a fixed amount of money,
called an hourly rate, for each hour that they work. If an employee works more than an
agreed number of hours then this is known as overtime. When an employee is asked to
work overtime, she will often be paid an overtime rate. Examples of overtime rates are ‘time
and a half’ and ‘double time’.


‘Time and a half’ means that the hourly rate would increase to one and a half times
the normal fixed/basic rate.



‘Double time’ means that the hourly rate would increase to two times the normal
fixed/basic rate.
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Example:
•
•

Adie is normally paid €5.00 per hour. Her overtime hourly rates
would be:
Time and a half
Double time

= €5 x 1.5 = €7.50
= €5 x 2 = €10.00

Gross Pay
Gross Pay is the amount of money an employee earns before any deductions are made. To
calculate Gross Pay:

Number of hours worked

x

hourly rate

Example:
Mary Brown works at Leisure Café. She is paid €5.50 for a 37-hour week plus time
and a half for any overtime. For the week ending 16th April to 21st April, she worked
45 hours.
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What is Mary Brown’s Gross Pay?

To calculate her Gross Pay:
Her regular number of hours is 37. So her normal or basic pay is:
Basic pay

=

37 hrs x €5.50 = €203.50

As she has worked 45 hours she has done 8 hours overtime.
Her overtime pay is:
Overtime pay

=

8 hrs x €8.25 = € 66.00

Gross Pay

=

Basic pay
+ overtime pay

Gross Pay

=

€269.50

203.50
66.00
269.50

Net Pay
Net Pay is the amount of money an employee earns after any deductions that are required
by law. These are called statutory deductions. Net Pay is the amount of money actually
received by an employee.
The most usual statutory deductions are Income Tax and National Insurance/Social Fund.
These are deducted by the employer and then paid to the government.


Income Tax – This helps the government to pay for schools,
roads, hospitals etc.



National Insurance/Social Fund – This helps the
government to give financial help to people who are
unemployed, sick or retired. Not all countries will have
National Insurance or Social Fund.

Both Income Tax and National Insurance/Social Fund are normally calculated using
percentages. Each will be calculated from given information and then added together to find
the total deductions.
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Employees may also have personal deductions made from their Gross Pay such as Pension,
which would be included to calculate total deductions. Total deductions are then subtracted
from the Gross Pay to find Net Pay.
Look back at the example of Mary Brown on the page 58. If she pays Income Tax of 20%
and National Insurance of 6% of Gross Pay, what is her Net Pay?

We would first need to calculate and subtract her deductions to find her Net Pay.
Deductions
Income Tax

= 20% of Gross Pay

So €269.50 x 20%

= €53.90

National Insurance

= 6% of Gross Pay

So €269.50 x 6%

= €16.17

e

Total deductions
€53.90 + €16.17

= Income Tax + National Insurance
= €70.07

f

Net Pay
€269.50 – €70.07

= Gross Pay – Total deductions
= €199.43

NET PAY

= €199.43

c

d
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The Payslip
All the wage details will be used to write up the employee’s Payslip. A payslip gives the
employee information about her earnings and the amount of her deductions. The payslip will
be given to the employee but the employer will keep a copy for record purposes.
The information shown on pages 59 and 60 can now be used to complete Mary Brown’s
payslip to show Gross Pay, deductions and Net Pay.
Mary Brown’s Payslip

The payslip shown is a simple one. Not all payslips will look exactly like this but they should
all contain this basic information.
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Target Practice

6
Task 1
Instructions:

Overtime

Below are a few sentences about wages. Choose one of the
words/phrases in bold to fill in each blank in the sentences.
Gross

Pay

Payslip

Net

Pay

It is Kelly Black’s first week working with Paris Fashions. She has just received her first
_________ showing how much she earned for the week. As she worked _________ she
was paid double time for some hours. This has made her __________
than what it would normally be. However, her ________

_______ higher

________ would be lower than

that amount as she paid a lot of Income Tax and National Insurance.

Task 2
Jimmy Green, employee number 63, is paid €8.00 an hour by Parties Food Store for working
42 hours a week. In addition, he receives double time for any overtime hours. During the
working week 16th to 21st April, Jimmy worked for 50 hours. Income Tax is to be calculated
at 30% of Gross Pay and National Insurance at 6% of Gross Pay.
Instructions:
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1.

Calculate Jimmy Green’s Gross Pay for the week ending 21st April 2006.

2.

Calculate Jimmy Green’s Net Pay for the week ending 21st April 2006.

3.

Fill in the Payslip of Jimmy Green – his employer’s reference number is AQ3459.
Your tutor will give you a template to use for this task.

Task 3
Instructions:

State whether each of the following statements is either True or False by
writing ‘T’ for True and ‘F’ for False on the line at the end of each.

1.

National Insurance is calculated on gross pay less Income tax. ______

2.

Net Pay minus Income Tax and National Insurance equals gross pay. ______

3.

Income tax is used by the government to pay for hospitals and schools. _______

Task 4
Allisa Wright’s pay information is shown below:
Basic hours worked in a week: 40 hours
Basic hourly rate: €5
Hourly overtime rate: Time and a half
During the working week 21st August to the 25th, she worked 48 hours. Allisa pays Income
tax at 20% of Gross Pay and National Insurance at 6% of Gross Pay. She also pays €10 for
pension each week.
Instructions:

Calculate Allisa Wright’s Gross Pay and Net Pay for the week ending 25th
August 2006.
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GETTING READY FOR YOUR TEST
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ON THE DAY OF THE TEST
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